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Abstract
In the era of no “one-size-fits-all”, organizations extend a relational database management system
(RDBMS) with a key-value store (KVS) to enhance the velocity of big data applications with a high
read to write ratio. A popular in-memory KVS is memcached in use by well known Internet destinations
such as YouTube and Wikipedia. Its simple interface provides put, get, and delete of key-value pairs
computed using tabular data. A key question is how do these key-value pairs compare with materialized
views in a RDBMS. This paper provides an answer to this question.

A

Introduction

What is a view?
A view is a virtual table defined using an expression that references other tables in a relational database
management system (RDBMS). It is re-computed every time a query references the view. A view might be
authored using SQL, relational algebra [13], datalog and others [6]. This paper assumes SQL.

What is a materialized view?
A materialized view (MV) stores the tuples of the view in the database. One may construct index
structures on the materialized view. Hence, accesses to the view are much faster than re-computing it.
Typically, a database administrator (DBA) analyzes the workload of an application to authors MVs and
their indicies. For an example with data warehousing queries see [24]. This study shows MVs enhance
the performance of row-stores significantly. Selecting which virtual views to materialize, the view selection
problem, has been studied extensively [21, 13, 14].
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It is time consuming for a RDBMS to materialize a view and its indices. Hence, in the presence of
updates to the base tables referenced by a MV, it is not efficient to drop the MV. Instead, MVs are maintained
up to date incrementally [13, 20, 18]. This approach computes changes to the MV and applies them to the
MV to bring it up to date.
A query optimizer may employ a MV to process SQL queries that do not reference it explicitly [22, 18].
Moreover, a physical database design adviser may recommend index structures on a MV as it is a table [1, 5].

What is a Key-Value Store (KVS)?
A KVS maintains key-value pairs consisting of a unique identifier (key) associated with some arbitrary
data (value). It provides a simple interface such as put, get, and delete to store, retrieve, and delete key-value
pairs. It provides little or no ability to interpret its value with no query mechanism for the content of the
values [23, 7]. A popular KVS is memcached in use by many popular Internet destinations such as YouTube
and Wikipedia.

What is a Cache Augmented SQL (CASQL) system?
Cache Augmented SQL, CASQL, systems are an important class of distributed systems, targeting applications with a high read to write ratios. These systems augment a RDBMS with a KVS to enhance overall
velocity of operations that retrieve and process a very small amount of the entire data set [16, 8, 25, 10, 9,
17, 2, 3, 19, 15, 11]. They may materialize either the results of a query (key=query string, value=result set
computed by the RDBMS) or a code segment (key=unique identifier for the code segment constructed using
its input, value=output of the code segment) as key-value pairs in the KVS. This enhances performance
because a cache look up is much faster than executing either a SQL query or a code segment that issues
several queries. In the presence of updates to the tabular data, a CASQL solution may maintain the cached
key-value pairs consistent transparently [8, 9, 10, 2, 3, 19, 15, 11].

How are materialized views similar to cached key-value pairs?
Both MV and key-value pairs store a separate physical copy of the tabular data. This copy must be maintained consistent with the base tables. The RDBMS automatically maintains MVs consistent and serialize
transactions to provide ACID properties, e.g., by using the REFRESH ON COMMIT. Similarly, transparent caching techniques maintain key-value pairs consistent in the presence of updates to the RDBMS. For
example, TxCache [19] implements snap-shot isolation and one may configure SQLTrig [11] to implement
serial schedules.
Both MVs and key-value pairs might be used to enhance velocity of data retrieval by approximating the
final answers of a posed query. For example, an application may utilize ”REFRESH ON DEMAND” option
when authoring a MV and update it periodically. Queries processed using such views may observe stale
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data. Similarly, a CASQL system may incrementally update key-value pairs and cause the application to
observe either stale data [17, 11] or suffer from dirty reads [15].

How are materialized views different than cached key-value pairs?
MVs and key-value pairs are suitable for different application classes. MVs enhance performance of
decision support applications and their On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP). KVS and key-value pairs
enhance performance of queries that read a very small amount of entire dataset repeatedly. Thus, one is not
a substitute for the other. We elaborate on this below.
SQL queries used to compute a MV typically retrieve many rows. It is not uncommon to find index
structures on a MV to expedite processing of SQL queries that reference it. In contrast, a key-value pair corresponds to an SQL query (or a code segment) that is very selective (outputs a few values), e.g., retrieve the
profile information of a member of a social networking site given the user’s login and password. A CASQL
enhances the performance of interactive operations when its key-value pairs are accessed far more frequently
than they are updated. This is because a key-value look up is faster than processing SQL queries [12].
With a CASQL, there may exist millions (if not billions) of key-value pairs pertaining to different instances of a simple SQL query whose results are cached as key-value pairs in the KVS. For example, with
a social networking application, each SQL query issued on behalf of a member to retrieve her profile might
be a key-value pair in the KVS. In contrast, there exists a few (in the order of tens of) MVs authored by a
database designer to enhance overall system performance based on a known or expected workload.
SQL queries that are the basis of a key-value pair with a CASQL are much faster to execute than those
that are the basis of a MV with a RDBMS. This explains why RDBMSs maintain MVs instead by incrementally updating them while CASQL systems invalidate key-value pairs by deleting and re-computing
them.
Finally, a MV is typically created by a human and crafted to specifically meet the expected needs for an
OLAP workload. The workload should be known in advance in order to use MVs effectively. On the other
hand, a CASQL with a transparent cache generates key-value pairs dynamically as a workload executes. It
does not require advanced knowledge of the workload. (When a CASQL in employed non-transparently, a
human participates to identify code segments whose results should be cached.)

Can MVs and key-value pairs co-exist?
MVs and key-value pairs are implemented by different components and may co-exist. While a RDBMS
implements MVs, a KVS implements key-value pairs. Thus, one may use the RDBMS of a CASQL to
author MVs to enhance processing of OLAP queries. And use its KVS to cache the result of OLAP queries
in order to expedite the processing of those issued repeatedly. A query optimizer extended with a cache
manager for data warehouses and data marts was explored in [22]. Extensions of these ideas to a CASQL is
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a future research direction.

Is it possible to use MVs as a substitute for key-value pairs?
MVs are not a substitute for key-value pairs. We show this using the view profile action of the BG
benchmark [4]. This action is a simple SQL query that retrieves profile information (a row) of a Member
table with 10,000 rows (members). BG issues 100,000 view profile requests in turn. Each request references
a member. Using a commercial RDBMS, the average execution time of this query is 2.5 milliseconds. If
one defines 10,000 MVs (one for each query) and executes the same workload, the average execution time
of each query increases to 6 milliseconds. Using a CASQL with a cold cache, the average execution of the
query is 1.5 milliseconds. A warm cache with 10,000 key-value pairs (one per query) reduces this time to
0.3 milliseconds.
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